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Introduction

Human capital is a key determinant of economic growth. The amount of training

individuals receive during their working life has a significant impact on their career prospects,

wages and employability. Moreover, improving workers’ competencies is crucial in the face

of rapid technological change. In spite of the broad consensus on the importance of training,

there is a large debate in the economic literature and in policy circles concerning whether the

current level of investment in training is efficient and, if not, which agent (employers or

employees) has too little incentive to invest.

According to Becker (1964), when labor markets are perfectly competitive, general

training — that is training which raises productivity at other employers to the same extent as

at the employer who provides it — is fully paid for by the worker, who reaps all the benefits

from the investment. Hence, only imperfections in other markets (e.g. the capital market) may

prevent workers from choosing the optimal amount of human capital. The empirical evidence,

however, is difficult to reconcile with Becker’s model. Although few surveys have

information on the generality of skills, in those that do, most of the reported job-related

training appears to be employer-paid, at least partially, even when it is viewed by respondents

as general (Barron, Berger and Black [1999], Loewenstein and Spletzer [1999], Booth and

Bryan [2002]). Furthermore, in many surveys, employers appear to pay for most of off-site

training (OECD [2003]), which is found by Loewenstein and Spletzer [1999] to be essentially

general.

Recent theories of imperfect competition in the labor market can explain why

employers have an incentive to pay for general human capital. If the market for trained

workers is less competitive than the market for untrained workers, the ratio of wages to

productivity is lower for trained than for untrained workers — that is, wages are compressed

with respect to productivity along the training dimension. In these circumstances, the

employer has an incentive to train because he can afford to pay a trained worker less than the

marginal product while still retaining her. Under-investment in training may still occur, even

in the absence of imperfections in other markets, because current employers typically cannot

internalize the benefits from training that will accrue to the worker’s future employers (see

e.g. Katz and Zidermann [1990], Stevens [1994], and Acemoglu and Pischke [1999a]).

The purpose of this paper is to test the empirical relevance of these theories of

employer-sponsored training based on labor market imperfections, by estimating the

relationship between training incidence and the training wage premium, measured as the
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differential between the median (log) wage growth of trained and untrained employees, and

clarifying how the latter variable relates to wage compression.

A few recent papers have provided empirical evidence, which is consistent with

models of firm-sponsored training based on imperfect competition in the labor market. In

particular, panel data studies, which control for individual fixed effects and for job mobility

show that some of the benefits of general training are appropriated by workers with some lag

and/or when they change employers. This evidence is consistent with the view that employers

have some monopsony power over their own trained workers. For example, using NLSY data,

Loewenstein and Spletzer [1999] find that, when training imparts general skills, the estimated

effect of completed spells of employer-paid training on earnings is three times larger for

training spells completed during previous jobs than during the current job. Similarly,

Loewenstein and Spletzer [1998] find that completed spells of employer-provided off-site

training in the current job have no effect on current wages. By contrast, off-site employer-

paid training received at previous employers has a positive and persistent impact on wages.

Using more waves of the same data, Lengermann [1999] finds that the latter effect increases

over time. Booth and Bryan [2002] study three recent waves of the British Household Panel

Survey (BHPS) and find that employer – provided training has a positive and persistent

impact on wages, with evidence that the impact is larger for accredited training received at

previous employers. Similar results are obtained by Blundell, Dearden and Meghir [1999],

using three distant waves of the British National Child Development Survey (NCDS).

However, the presence of labor market imperfections is not the only possible

explanation of the finding that wages after a training spell grow faster if the worker changes

jobs. A feature of the reviewed literature is that it does not control for the reasons why

workers quit.1 It seems rather implausible that a worker be laid-off shortly after having

received training. As a consequence, quits occurring after training are likely to be triggered by

better outside wage offers, while job changes in the absence of training may include lay-offs.

Hence, it cannot be excluded that, when endogenous selection is properly taken into account,

the estimated wage gains from switching jobs turn out not significantly different between

trained and untrained workers. Additionally, some firms may use subsidized training contracts

(such as apprenticeships), to pay employees less than their productivity and provide general

1 The only exception is Blundell, Dearden, and Meghir [1999]. They partially control for mobility by using an
Heckman-type correction to deal with the correlation between temporary shocks and training
incidence.
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training, with the implicit agreement that employees will quit at the end of the contract to find

a better job.

An alternative way of testing whether wage compression induced by labor market

imperfections provides an incentive for firms to pay for general training is to investigate the

relationship between the minimum wage and training incidence. The reason is that the

minimum wage compresses the lower tail of the wage distribution without necessarily

affecting individual productivity. However, recent empirical studies both in the United States

and in the United Kingdom report contradictory findings on the impact of the minimum wage

on training.2 There are several possible reasons why this strand of research is inconclusive.

For instance, in countries where the minimum wage is high it might be difficult to find a

group, which is not directly or indirectly affected by the minimum wage and qualify as a

genuine control. Conversely, in countries where the minimum wage is particularly low, the

incidence of training in the treatment group is likely to be extremely small, since training is

relatively infrequent at the bottom of the wage distribution. Moreover, it is not clear what time

horizon is appropriate to analyze the effect of institutional changes such as the minimum

wage. Last but not least, the degree of imperfection of the labor market might differ across

countries.

In this paper we propose an alternative test of the hypothesis that wage compression

encourages the provision of general training. We use cross-country data from the European

Community Household Panel (ECHP) and partition workers into clusters of relatively

homogeneous employees (in terms of country, education, occupation and sector). We then

construct cluster - specific measures of the training wage premium and investigate whether

these measures are significantly correlated to general training. When labor markets are

imperfectly competitive and training is employer provided, we expect to find a negative

correlation between the training wage premium and training incidence. Although we cannot

observe individual productivity gains from training, our findings can be interpreted as lower

bound estimates of the impact of wage compression on training, since the (unobserved)

productivity premium and the (observed) wage premium are positively correlated. This

approach seems to us particularly suitable to testing theories of training based on imperfect

competition using European data. Since the migration of labor between EU countries is still

limited, we can meaningfully use the country dimension in the definition of clusters, which

2 See Grossberg and Sicilian [1999], Neumark and Wascher [2001], and Acemoglu and Pischke [2003], for the
United States, and Arulampalam, Booth and Bryan [2002], for the United Kingdom.
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allows us to construct a sample with a large number of clusters and to obtain significant

variation in wage compression measures.3

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our empirical approach, Section

3 describes the data and Section 4 is allocated to the presentation of the empirical results.

Conclusions follow.

2 General Training and Wage Compression

In this section we briefly review a simplified version of the model by Acemoglu and

Pischke [1999a] — which we take as an archetype of models of general training in

imperfectly competitive labor markets — and explain in some detail our empirical approach

to testing the relationship between training incidence and wage compression.

2.1 A simplified model of wage compression and training

One implication of removing the assumption of perfect competition is that, when a

worker quits, she has to incur a cost — that is, her outside option is below her productivity

f(τ) by the amount D(τ)>0, with τ = 1 indicating that the individual has received general

training (while τ = 0 indicates that no training takes place). As a consequence, the employer

can retain the worker by offering her a wage below productivity. Labor market imperfections

might also reduce the transferability of general training, thereby making the outside option,

and thus the actual wage, increase less than productivity in the aftermath of training. When

the gap between productivity and the wage increases with training, it can be said that there is

“a compressed wage structure, since the return to skills for a worker is less than the one

prevailing in a competitive labor market.” (Acemoglu and Pischke [1999b], p.F120). The

fundamental result of the theory of general training in imperfect competition is that the greater

the wage compression, the greater the amount of training provided and paid for by the firm

(see Acemoglu and Pischke [1999b] for a survey).

We can illustrate this idea more in detail using a simplified version of the model of

Acemoglu and Pischke [1999a]. Assume that the current employer wants to retain the trained

3 It must be noticed that a testing approach based on estimating the impact of minimum wages on training can be
difficult to implement when continental European countries are added to the sample. In countries such
as Austria, Germany and Italy, there are no statutory minimum wages, but wage floors are defined by
collective agreements, often at a very disaggregate sectoral level, and it is not easy to collect precise
information on them.
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worker. He can offer the worker a wage w equal to her outside option v plus a fraction of the

gap D, that is )1()1())1()1(()1()1( Dvvfvw ββ +=−+= , where β<1 represent the worker’s

bargaining power. In the absence of training, the wage offered to retain her would have been

)0()0())0()0(()0()0( Dvvfvw ββ +=−+= . Assuming that workers cannot bear any training

cost, the expected profits from training and no training are respectively

( ) )1()1()1()1()1()1()1()1( cvfcwf −−−=−−= βπ and ( ))0()0()1()0()0()0( vfwf −−=−= βπ ,

where c is the training cost and c(0)=0. The employer decides to bear the training costs if and

only if )1(cwf >∆−∆ or, equivalently, )1/()1( β−>∆−∆ cvf , where )0()1( fff −=∆ and

∆w and ∆v are similarly defined.

If training costs vary across workers, the more compressed the wage structure (the

greater wf ∆−∆ ), the larger the number of employees for which employers are ready to pay

for training. The case of perfect competition considered by Becker can be viewed as a special

case of the Acemoglu and Pischke model. In the absence of labor market frictions, D is equal

to zero, )()()( τττ vwf == and the employer never pays for general training.

With a similar argument it can be shown that, even when the workers bear some of the

training cost, the employer’s investment in general training increases with wage compression.

In this case, however, total investment in training may or may not increase with wage

compression, since the incentives for the employee to invest in training are greater, the greater

the training wage premium ∆w.4 In the special case of perfect competition, total investment in

training is paid by the employee and is increasing with the wage premium.

To summarize, we can draw from the above discussion the following empirical

implications: 1) wage compression in imperfect labor markets increases the provision of

general training by firms; and 2) a negative relationship between the wage gain and general

training is not consistent with competitive theories of the labor market.

2.2 The Empirical Strategy

In the decision to invest in general training, the employer compares the expected

profits from training with the expected profits in the event of no training. For a given

individual i, the probability that she receive employer – paid training is:

4In this respect, Acemoglu and Pischke’s results are similar to those by Hashimoto in his model of firm –
specific training, where the parties share the costs and benefits of the investment (see Hashimoto [1981]).
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{ } { })1(Pr1Pr iiii cwfobob >∆−∆==τ [1]

Taking into account that the training that is reported to be employer-sponsored might

be indirectly paid by the worker (at least in part) by accepting lower wages during training,

equation [1] can be generalized as:

{ } { }0)1(Pr1Pr >+∆+∆== iiii cwfobob δσγτ [2]

with γ > 0, σ ≥ -γ and δ < 0, in the case of the Acemoglu and Pischke model,5 and γ = 0, σ ≥ 0

and δ < 0, in the case of the Becker model6.

We do not observe training costs directly but assume that they vary with firm size,

individual age, tenure in the job, educational attainment, type of labor contract, previous

unemployment record, sector of activity, occupation and country. We use these variables plus

a standard error term to approximate training costs in equation [2].

Without cross-country comparable matched employer-employee datasets (see

Bartelsman, Scarpetta and Schivardi [2003]), there are no data on individual productivity.

Therefore, we treat the productivity gain from training f∆ as an omitted variable and

discriminate among competing theories on the basis of the estimate of the parameter σ,

rejecting the Becker model if 0ˆ <σ (with ^ standing for estimate). Since productivity and

wage premia are positively correlated, the omission of the former should bias our estimates of

σ against finding a negative relationship between the wage premium w∆ and training

incidence. Hence, our estimate of σ can be interpreted as a lower bound estimate of the

impact of wage compression on employer sponsored training.

It is reasonable to expect that employers infer the training wage premium w∆ from the

actual wage distribution. This distribution varies across countries. Given this variation, it is

tempting to look at the correlation between country - specific measures of wage dispersion

and training incidence (see e.g. OECD [1999] and Brunello [2001]). This approach, however,

5 The parameter σ can be strictly higher than -γ if employer-provided training is partly financed by the employee.
6 Strictly speaking, the simple fact of observing some employer-paid general training would be inconsistent with

competitive theories of the labor market, unless the employee fully compensates the employer by
accepting lower wages during training spells. However, the evidence that this occurs is not conclusive.
(see among others, Loewenstein and Spletzer [1998], Barron, Berger and Black [1999] and Sicilian
[2001], as well as Bishop [1997] for a survey of earlier studies).
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has two problems. First, there are other country - specific policy and institutional variables

beside wage compression which can affect training. These effects can be adequately captured

by using unrestricted country dummies. Second, the heterogeneity of individuals and jobs

suggests that the relevant measure of the wage premium should not refer to the entire wage

distribution in a country.

To illustrate the second point, consider the decision to invest in the training of a

professional with a college degree who is employed in the service sector. Since earnings vary

with education, occupation and sector, the portion of the wage distribution associated to

employees with lower education and in completely different professions and sectors, is

unlikely to be informative. Conversely, as a reasonably close proxy of the training wage

premium for this professional, we can use the average training wage premium for employees

in the same broad profession and sector, and with the same level of educational attainment.

A natural way to measure the training wage premium is therefore to partition

individuals into relatively homogeneous clusters and to compute for each cluster the average

training premium, which in its simplest form can be defined as the difference between the

average wages of trained and untrained individuals. In order to better control for individual

heterogeneity within clusters, however, we compute the premium as the difference between

the average wage growth rates of those who reported to have received training in the period

covered by the survey and of those who did not. We call this measure the wage growth

differential. Defining c∆W as the wage growth differential in cluster c, we specify the

empirical relationship linking it to the probability that individual i receive training as follows:

{ } { }0Pr1Pr >+∆++== iccicic WXobob εσβατ [3]

where X is a vector of controls, including age, country, sector, firm size, occupation, tenure,

education, previous unemployment and type of contract, and ε is a standard error term. If we

find that the variable c∆W attracts a negative and significant coefficient in model [3], we can

conclude that higher wage compression increases the probability of training, as predicted by

the theory of training in imperfect labor markets.

A potential objection to our empirical proxy of the wage premium is that it can be

endogenous. First, both the probability of training and individual wage growth are likely to be

correlated with unobserved ability. Assume that a shock occurs and that an additional

individual receives employer–provided training. We can expect that this additional worker
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who receives training has lower ability than those who would have been trained even in the

absence of the shock. If individual wage growth is correlated with ability, the mean wage

growth of those who receive training and of those who do not will fall. However, since

training incidence is generally low we can also expect that a marginal increase in the

incidence of training has little impact on the mean wage growth of those who do not receive

training. Hence, the wage growth differential will fall as a result of the greater training

incidence induced by the shock and a negative bias will emerge. Such a bias could

erroneously point to a positive correlation between training and wage compression even when

labor markets are competitive. To solve this problem we use median wage growth rates

instead of means. If the effect of ability on individual wage growth is positive and separable

from that of training,7 the relative movement of the median wage growth rates for the two

groups does not depend on the size of each group (as in the case of the mean), but only on the

concentration of each wage growth distribution (of those who receive training and those who

do not) in the neighborhood of the medians. To the extent that the distribution of wage growth

rates of workers who receive training is not less concentrated in the neighborhood of its

median, the latter does not shift downwards more than the median wage growth of those who

do not receive training and, hence, no downward bias emerges.8 The absence of systematic

differences in the degree of concentration of the two distributions around their medians can be

easily tested (as we do) by looking for significant differences across the two groups of

interquantile differences around the median.

An additional source of endogeneity is the possibility that diminishing returns to

training induce reverse causality. If there are diminishing returns and trained and untrained

workers are imperfect substitutes in production, we expect that the greater the stock of

training the lower the wage gain from training. However, this possibility is less problematic

than it might seem at first glance. To fix ideas, think of a standard augmented Solow growth

model and, to simplify, assume that training is the only source of accumulation of human

capital. In the absence of shocks and assuming that steady states are similar across clusters (or

equivalently that cross-cluster differences in the steady states are captured by our control

variables), the aggregate growth of human capital per worker is a decreasing function of the

7 This assumption is standard in the literature on returns to training discussed above. However, in the sensitivity
analysis, we will also consider alternative measures that allow relaxing this assumption.

8 Another advantage of using medians instead of means is to reduce the weight of outliers.
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average stock of human capital.9 It follows that diminishing returns to training imply, at the

aggregate level, not only a negative relationship between the stock of human capital and the

training wage premium but also a positive relationship between the premium and the growth

rate of human capital per worker. To the extent that obsolescence is relatively low, training

incidence (the aggregate equivalent of our dependent variable) is closely related to the growth

rate of average human capital in the neighborhood of the steady state and, therefore, is

negatively related to the average stock of human capital. By transitivity, training incidence

turns out to be positively correlated to the wage gain from training, which at worst would bias

upwards our estimate of σ10.

Nevertheless, we test the hypothesis of weak exogeneity of the wage growth

differential by following the methodology suggested by Smith and Blundell [1986]. To

implement this test we need to select at least one exogenous variable which is correlated with

the wage growth differential but is independent from training incidence conditional to the

wage growth differential.

Our selected instrument is c∆A , the difference between the log median age of those

who have received training and the log median age of those who have not (we call this

difference the log age differential). The presence of diminishing returns implies that changes

in the stock of trained employees reduce the wage of trained workers relative to the wage of

untrained workers but have no significant influence on characteristics such as relative age.

Since younger workers are likely to be trained first, we expect that the greater the incidence of

training, the greater the age of workers who receive training and of those who do not. The

difference between the median log ages will not be affected, however, if the distributions of

the log age of workers who receive training and of those who do not have the same degree of

concentration around their respective medians. If this is the case, as we show at the end of the

next section, diminishing returns affect relative prices c∆W without affecting c∆A .

9 This is true not only in the case of the augmented Solow model (see the Appendix for a formal proof), but also
in the case of the Uzawa-Lucas model as well as for plausible parameters of its generalisation (see
Barro and Sala-i-Martin [1995] for a numerical analysis)

10 Note that the assumption of low obsolescence is standard in panel data studies of the returns to training. In
fact, it is generally assumed that individual training stocks do no depreciate as time goes by so that
training history before the sample can be eliminated through fixed effects.
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3. Data

We use individual data from the December 2001 release of the European Community

Household Panel (ECHP), which is a longitudinal survey modeled on the US Panel Study of

Income Dynamics (PSID). This survey provides a wealth of information on individual income

and socio-economic characteristics for all EU countries and aims to be representative both in

cross-sections and longitudinally. Due to the common questionnaire, the information

contained in the ECHP is, in principle, comparable across countries, which is its main

strength. The data collection for the ECHP is made at the national level by National Data

Collection Units (NDUs), with Eurostat providing centralized support and coordination.

We use training data from the 1996 wave of the ECHP for 7 countries11 and restrict

our attention to male employees (excluding apprentices), aged from 30 to 60 years12 and

working full-time in the non-agricultural private sector, excluding sectors where non-profit

organizations account for a non-negligible fraction of employment.13

The main question on vocational training in the ECHP is as follows "Have you at any

time since January (year before the survey year) been in any vocational education or training,

including part-time and short-courses?". From this question, we construct a dichotomous

variable "training participation", which takes value 1 if the individual responded "yes" and 0

if she responded "no". Conditional on a positive answer, the individual is asked to report

additional information on the last course only (including the type and whether it was paid for

or provided by the employer). If more than one concurrent course are involved, only

information concerning the course considered by the respondent as the most important is

reported. Table 1 shows training events and training incidence — trained individuals as a

percentage of the relevant population — by country and selected characteristics. About 17

percent of the individuals in our sample have experienced training, but there is a large cross-

11 The choice of the survey year and the country sample is dictated by data availability (see appendix). Included
countries are Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, and the United Kingdom. In the
sensitivity analysis we explore the robustness of results to changes in the survey year.

12 We exclude individuals under 30 to reduce the risk that our results be altered by different national institutions
affecting the school-to-work transition (such as different apprenticeship systems, with different
degrees of government support). We also perform a sensitivity analysis by varying the age of the
sample.

13 This choice of sectors is due to the fact that we cannot distinguish between business enterprises and non-profit
organizations. The model described in the previous section may not apply to the latter. Included
sectors are mining, manufacturing, utilities, construction, wholesale and retail trade, hotels and
restaurants, transport, storage and communication, financial services, real estates, renting and business
activities (corresponding to ISIC Rev. 3 codes C to K).
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country variation. The country ranking that is shown in the table is similar, however, to what

emerges from other cross-country European surveys, such as Eurostat’s Continuing

Vocational Training Survey (CVTS) (see Nestler and Kailis, 2002 and OECD, 2003).

Table 1: Training events, by country and selected characteristics.

Country  Individuals receiving

training (in % of the total)

Other Characteristics  Individual receiving

training (in % of the total)

Austria 159 (21.1) Less than upper sec. education 201 (7.7)

Belgium 110 (19.9) Upper secondary education 550 (18.4)

France 201 (15.5) More than upper sec. education 443 (33.7)

Germany 219 (19.9) Mining, manuf. and utilities 653 (15.0)

Italy 81 (6.7) Services 541 (21.4)

Spain 150 (11.8) High-skilled occupations 622 (31.0)

United Kingdom 274 (39.1) Medium-skilled occupations 538 (12.4)

Total 1194 (17.3) Low-skilled occupations 34 (6.3)

Note: male employees, aged from 30 to 60 years and working full-time in the non-agricultural private
sector, excluding sectors where non-profit organizations have a non-negligible share of employment. The
table shows the number of individuals who reported to have received training in the 1996 survey, by
country and selected characteristics. Training incidence (trained individuals as a percentage of the
relevant population) is reported in parentheses.

Respondents who have been in vocational education or training are asked to select the

type of training received among the following categories: a) third level qualification, such as

technical college; b) specific vocational training at a vocational school or college;14 c) specific

vocational training within a system providing both work experience and complementary

instruction elsewhere; d) specific vocational training in a working environment, without

complementary instruction elsewhere; e) other. The distribution of training events by type is

5.1 percent for type a, 16.3 percent for type b, 11.1 percent for type c, 64.6 percent for type d,

and 2.8 percent for type e. Categories a and b refer unambiguously to off-site training courses;

category c refers to courses partly taken off-site and partly received in the workplace; and

category d refers to workplace training only.15 Following Loewenstein and Spletzer (1998,

1999) and OECD (2003) we use the distinction between off-site and workplace training to

proxy the distinction between general and firm-specific training, which is key for our analysis.

14 To illustrate the difference between these two categories, we can take the example of the UK, where higher
BTEC, BEC, TEC, HNC, HND and teaching and nursing qualifications without degree are in the first
category, while ordinary or general BTEC, RSA and City and Guilds or equivalent are in the second.
Admittedly, the distinction between these two categories is somewhat arbitrary.

15 The option "other" cannot be classified and we choose to drop it from the sample.
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Assuming that all off-site training is at least partly general we treat categories a, b and c as

“general training” and category d as “firm-specific training”. Nevertheless, since training

spells falling under category c are likely to generate both general and specific skills, we also

experiment with a different classification by assigning category c to “firm-specific training”.

Throughout the remainder of the paper we will refer to the former classification as “extensive

definition of general training” and to the latter as “restrictive definition of general training”.

The questionnaire also asks individuals whether the vocational training course was

paid for or organized by the employer. As expected, 95% of the courses that we classify as

firm-specific training are paid for or organized by the employer. In line with the existing

literature, the data also show that 79% of the courses which we classify as general are paid for

or organized by the employer.16 Unfortunately, this question must be used with caution for

three reasons. First, we cannot establish how courses which are partly paid by the employer

are classified. Second, it might be difficult for the worker to assess the employer’s

contribution, because the latter might not be explicit (see for example Booth and Bryan,

2002). Last but not least, workers might indirectly pay for employer-sponsored training by

accepting lower wages. For these reasons, in the analysis that follows we focus both on total

training, independently of its financing, and on employer-provided training.

As said in the previous section, we compute our empirical proxy of the training wage

premium (the wage growth differential) by cluster. We define clusters by four dimensions: the

country, the educational attainment (less than upper secondary, upper secondary, more than

upper secondary)17, the broad group of sectors (mining, manufacturing, utilities and

construction, and services)18, and the broad occupational group (high-skilled occupations and

medium- and low-skilled occupations).19 By so doing we obtain 12 clusters per country, but

some of them are empty.20

16 Interestingly, the more formal the training the lower the employer support: 57% for third level qualification,
such as technical college; 76% for specific vocational training at a vocational school or college; and
92% for specific vocational training within a system providing both work experience and
complementary instruction elsewhere.

17 Corresponding to ISCED categories, 0-2, 3, and 5-7, respectively.
18 Corresponding to ISIC Rev. 3 industries C to F, and G and above, respectively.
19 corresponding to managers, professional technicians and associate professional — ISCO-88 codes 1 to 3 —

and to clerks, service and sales workers, craft and related trade workers, plant and machine operators
and assemblers, and elementary occupations — ISCO-88 codes 4 to 9 —, respectively. Low-skilled
occupations are aggregated to medium-skilled occupations since the size and training incidence of this
occupational group is too small to be used separately in the definition of clusters (see Table 1).

20 Given that in our data sectors and, especially, occupations are defined at a lower level of aggregation (see
appendix), it might be argued that a finer partition of the data should be used to define clusters.
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The wage growth differential is obtained by computing for each cluster the difference

between the median growth rates of gross hourly wages of employees who reported to have

received training in the period covered by the survey and those who did not. Individual wages

are affected both by the current training investment and by the accumulated training stock

before the sample period. Since ECHP data start in 1994, a substantial part of this stock is not

observed. By using growth rates rather than levels, we are able to eliminate the influence on

wages of the training stock accumulated before the reference period.

Individual wage growth is computed as the logarithmic difference between the wage

reported in the current wave and the wage reported two waves earlier by the same

individual.21 Since our measure of the wage growth differential should capture the cluster-

specific premium to completed training spells, we exclude from this calculation all individuals

who reported to be still in training at the time of the survey. In the case of Austria, for which

no data are available in 1994, we replace the 1996 wage growth differential with that of 1997.

Although we limit our regression analysis to workers employed in sectors where non-profit

organizations are not important, we consider all employees in the non-public service sector in

the computation of the wage growth differential. This is done because we believe that the

whole private service sector should be considered as the relevant market for service sector

workers.22 Finally, in order to reduce the weight of outliers, we drop clusters with 30

observations or less and with less than 5 reported training events. This leads us to 48 valid

clusters.23

Table 2 shows how the wage growth differential varies by country, educational

attainment, occupation, and sector of activity. On average, the wage growth differential is

close to zero or even negative in Austria, Germany and France. This should not surprise the

reader: indeed, the literature fails to find statistically significant training premia in at least two

of these countries once time-invariant heterogeneity is controlled for (see Goux and Maurin

[2000] and Pischke [2001] for France and Germany, respectively). Conversely, it is relatively

However, since our empirical measure of the training premium controls for time-invariant
heterogeneity within clusters (see below), the error induced by heterogeneity in large clusters is likely
to be smaller than the error induced by small cluster size. Nevertheless, in the sensitivity analysis, we
explore the effect of different partitions by varying the grouping of occupations.

21 Remember that training reported in a given year might have been taken in January of the year before.
22 We check, however, the robustness of our results by repeating the analysis using wage growth differentials

computed only for those sectors that we use in the final regressions.
23 These threshold limits reduce the number of clusters by about one third. Not surprisingly, however, retained

clusters accounts for a much larger share of observations with non-missing wages (see appendix).
Nevertheless, we check the robustness of our results by lifting these size thresholds.
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high in the other four countries, but in line with available country estimates.24 The wage

growth differential is also relatively high among medium and low skilled workers as well as

in manufacturing. Furthermore, no monotonic relationship between educational attainment

and the wage growth differential emerges from the data. Finally, no clear pattern of bivariate

association between training incidence and wage growth differential can be noticed at first

glance (the correlation coefficient between these variables at the cluster level is 0.01).

Table 2: Average wage growth differentials by country and other characteristics 

Country  Wage growth
differential

Other Characteristics  Wage growth
differential

Austria 0.006 Less than upper sec. education 0.040

Belgium 0.048 Upper secondary education 0.001

France -0.004 More than upper sec. education 0.021

Germany 0.009 Mining, manuf. and utilities 0.033

Italy 0.029 Services -0.006

Spain 0.033 High-skilled occupations -0.005

United Kingdom 0.026 Medium/low-skilled occupations 0.027

Average 0.019

Note: The wage growth differential refers to 1996 for all countries except for Austria, for which it refers to
1997, since no data for that country are available for 1994. Averages are weighted by cluster size.

In the previous section we argued that the use of medians rather than means in the

computation of the wage growth differential could solve the endogeneity problem induced by

the correlation of training and wage growth with unobserved ability. We have also argued

that the difference in the log median age of trained and untrained employees (the log age

differential c∆A ) is a valid instrument for the wage growth differential c∆W . These

statements are correct only if there is no systematic difference in the concentration of the

wage growth and age distributions in the neighborhood of the median wage growth and

median age of those who receive training and of those who did not. These hypotheses can be

verified by computing for each cluster, and for two quantiles that are not far from the median,

the interquantile difference for both wage growth (resp. age) distributions and by checking

whether their cross-cluster averages are systematically different. We performed this test for

24 For instance, Booth and Bryan (2002), use three waves of the BHPS and control for time-invariant
heterogeneity by using fixed effects. They find that the wage gain from training participation in the
United Kingdom is about 2.4%, except in the case of training received at previous employers, for
which the estimate is much higher, but which, nonetheless, accounts for less than 10% of training
events.
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the difference between the 55th and the 45th percentiles, the 60th and the 40th percentile and the

70th and the 30th percentiles. As shown in Table 3, no significant difference emerges for any

of the three, which supports our choice of medians rather than means and the validity of ∆A

as an instrument.

Table 3: Tests of differences in the concentration
around the median

Interquantile difference
c∆W c∆A

P55-P45 0.003
(0.13)

-0.012
(0.12)

P60-P40 -0.006
(0.15)

-0.008
(0.10)

P70-P30 -0.022
(0.20)

-0.013
(0.16)

Note: The table reports the cross-cluster average differences between a given
interquantile difference for the wage growth (resp. age) distribution of those who
received training and the same interquantile difference for the wage growth

(resp. age) distribution of those who did not receive training. c∆W indicates the

wage growth differential, c∆A indicates the log age differential. Averages are

weighted by cluster size.  Standard errors in parentheses.

Further details on the construction of independent variables used in the empirical

analysis as well as descriptive statistics are reported in the Appendix.

4 The Empirical Results

4.1 Main Results

Our empirical analysis is in three steps, following the organization of the questions on

training in the ECHP questionnaire. First, as explained in the previous section, individuals are

asked whether they have been in vocational education or training at any time since January of

the year before the survey. As a preliminary step, we define the dummy variable T as equal to

1 in the event of training and to 0 otherwise, and estimate a probit model of training

incidence, with the cluster specific wage growth differential cW∆ as the indicator of the

training wage premium. By so doing, we pool together general and firm specific training and

investigate the correlation between training incidence and the training wage premium. Yet, a

negative relationship between these two variables can be consistent with Becker if it is driven

by firm specific training. However, in the survey, individuals who positively answer the
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question on vocational training are asked to indicate the type of the last course they attended

and who financed it. We group therefore the alternative options concerning course type into

three categories, and define the dependent variable TYPE as equal to 0 in the case of no

training, to 1 in the case of general training, and to 2 in the case of firm - specific training.

Since these categories are not naturally ordered, but are mutually exclusive by design, we

estimate a multinomial logit model, using no training as the baseline category, and the cluster-

specific wage differential cW∆ as the indicator of the training wage premium. Finally, we use

the information on financing to define another dependent variable (TYPEM) which takes

value 0 in the case of no training, 1 in the case of employer-sponsored general training, 2 in

the case of employer-sponsored firm - specific training, and 3 in the case of non-sponsored

training.25 Again, we estimate a multinomial logit model for this variable, using no training as

the baseline category, and the cluster-specific wage differential cW∆ as the indicator of wage

dispersion.

In the empirical specification we include the following variables: individual age,

country, sector and occupation dummies, two education dummies, one for attained primary

and lower secondary education and the other for attained upper secondary education, four

tenure dummies, three firm size dummies, a dummy for permanent labor contracts and a

previous unemployment dummy (U=1: presence of at least one unemployment spell since

1989, 0 otherwise). We take explicitly into account the fact that the training variables T, TYPE

and TYPEM and the wage growth differential c∆W are measured at different levels of

aggregation and adjust the standard errors by allowing errors to be independent between

clusters and correlated within clusters (as suggested by Moulton [1986]).

We start the presentation of our results with the estimates of the probit model in Table

4. We present results from three different specifications. The first includes only basic controls

(age, education, occupation, sector and country; Column 1), the second adds firm size to basic

controls (Column 2), and the third includes an extended set of controls (tenure, permanent job

and previous unemployment; Column 3). All the coefficients are rather stable across

specifications. Our estimates show that the coefficient associated to the wage growth

differential c∆W is negative and statistically significant.26 The estimated impact, however, is

25 General and firm-specific non-sponsored training are grouped together due to the small number of non-
sponsored training events in our sample.

26 Table 3 reports results obtained using ECHP personal weights. Un-weighted estimates are similar. We obtain
also similar results when using means instead of medians.
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rather small: conditional on the extended set of controls, an increase in the wage growth

differential from its sample mean (0.019) to the average value for the UK (0.026), equivalent

to a 36.8 percent increase, would reduce the probability of training by 0.478 percent.27

We test the weak exogeneity of the wage growth differential c∆W by following the

procedure suggested by Smith and Blundell [1986]. In the first step, we regress the wage

differential on the cluster – specific instrument c∆A and on country, occupation, education

and sector dummies.28 We compute the residual from the first step regression, add this

variable to the probit specifications and test whether the associated coefficients are

statistically different from zero (Columns 4 to 6 in Table 4). Consistent with our expectations

(see Section 2), these coefficients are always insignificant, and therefore we cannot reject the

null hypothesis of weak exogeneity of the wage growth differential c∆W in the training

regression.29

The estimates in Table 4 do not explicitly distinguish between general and firm –

specific training. We do so in Table 5, which reports the relevant coefficients from the

estimation of the multinomial logit models for both total and employer-sponsored training.

Each model is estimated subject to two different definition of general training (that we called

“extensive” and “restrictive” in the previous section). The table shows that the estimated

coefficient attracted by our measure of c∆W is always negative and significant in the case of

general training and close to zero and not statistically significant in the case of firm – specific

training. These estimates imply that the elasticity of the odds ratio of general training with

respect to no training, evaluated at the sample mean value of c∆W , ranges between -0.064

and -0.090, depending on whether we consider total or employer-provided training and the

extensive or restrictive definition of general training.30

We ask whether these elasticities are larger in absolute value than the elasticities

obtained by pooling together general and firm specific training. To answer this question, we

estimate a logit model of total training T and compute the elasticity of the odds ratio of

27 The elasticity of the probability of training with respect to c∆W , evaluated at the sample means, is equal to -

0.013.
28 The F test on the significance of the instrument is 4.36 (statistically significant at the 5% level).
29 Once the residual is added to the specification, the coefficient of the wage growth differential is only

significant at the 10% level. However, the inclusion of the residual leads to inefficient estimates under
the hypothesis of weak exogeneity.

30 The coefficients of the multinomial logit can be interpreted as changes in the log odds ratio induced by a one
unit change in the explanatory variable.
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training with respect to no training. We find that this elasticity is equal to -0.022, less than one

third of the estimates based on the multinomial logit. This result is consistent with our

estimates in Table 5, showing the small and statistically insignificant effect of c∆W on firm

specific training.

We interpret these findings as clearly inconsistent with competitive theories of the

labor market, which predict a positive correlation between the training wage premium and the

incidence of general training, and as consistent with the view that higher wage compression in

imperfect labor markets helps firms to organize and pay for general training.
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Table 5. General and specific training. Trinomial and quadrinomial logits. Dependent
variable: Total and employer provided training in 1996.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Extensive definition Restrictive definition

Total training
(TYPE)

General Firm-specific General Firm-specific

Basic controls -3.388*** (.629) .741 (.631) -4.251*** (.797) -.802 (.602)

Extended controls -3.488*** (.598) -.775 (.720) -4.314*** (.799) -.859 (.686)

Employer provided
training (TYPEM)

Basic controls -3.630*** (.917) -.640 (.684) -4.551*** (1.151) -.766 (.686)

Extended controls -3.853*** (.888) -.776 (.765) -4.749*** (1.092) -.938 (.762)

Note: In the first two rows the dependent variable is the type of training (TYPE), while in the other two rows the
dependent variable is the type of employer-sponsored training (TYPEM). Cluster adjusted robust standard errors
within parentheses. Observations are weighted by ECHP personal weights. Basic controls are age, country,
education, occupation and sector dummies. Extended controls add tenure, firm size, permanent job status and
previous unemployment dummies. The extensive definition of general training is used in Columns (1) and (2).
The restrictive definition of general training is used in Columns (3) and (4). ***: significant at the 1% level of
confidence.

4.2. Robustness and Extensions

In this subsection we check the sensitivity of our results to a number of changes in the

definition of the sample and key variables used in the main regressions. We start by

experimenting with alternative measures of the wage differential. In subsection 2.2 we have

argued that medians should be preferred to means in the computation of the wage growth

differential in order to lessen the endogeneity bias induced by the correlation between ability,

training and wage growth. In the previous section we have tested whether our measure of the

training wage premium was weakly exogenous. In this section we offer two alternative

measures of the premium which are less precise but at the same time less likely to be affected

by the correlation between training and ability. For each cluster, we take the difference

between the maximum wage growth of those who received training and the minimum wage

growth of those who did not (Maxmin herafter) and the difference between the maximum

wage growth of those who received training and the maximum wage growth of those who did

not (Maxmax hereafter). The logic is as follows: if the correlation between training, ability

and wage growth is strong, then we can assume that the most able worker in a cluster will be
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the first to be trained and will have the greatest wage growth, while the least able worker will

have the lowest wage growth and will never be trained, no matter how favorable the shock is.

Under these assumptions, Maxmin will be unaffected by training incidence. Alternatively,

since the more favorable the shock, the greater the size of the group of those who receive

training and the smaller the size of the group of those who do not, by definition of maximum,

a positive training shock can only increase (or leave unchanged) the maximum of the former

group and reduce (or leave unchanged) the maximum of the latter. Therefore Maxmax will be

at most positively affected by training incidence, inducing an upward bias in our estimates.

Table 6 shows the estimates obtained by substituting these measures of the wage

growth differential in the trinomial and quadrinomial logit models of total and employer-

sponsored training. In both cases the estimated coefficients of c∆W are smaller than those

reported in Table 6, but remain with a negative sign and statistically significant.31

Table 6. Maxmin and Maxmax. Trinomial and quadrinomial logits. Dependent
variable: Total and employer provided training in 1996.

(1) (2)

Total training (TYPE) Maxmin Maxmax

Extensive definition -.526*** (.090) -.184*** (.062)

Restrictive definition -.540*** (.140) -.217** (.089)

Employer provided training (TYPEM)

Extensive definition -.526*** (.128) -.213*** (.083)

Restrictive definition -.466** (.209) -.260* (.152)

Note: In the first two rows the dependent variable is the type of training (TYPE), while in the
other two rows the dependent variable is the type of employer-sponsored training (TYPEM).
Only estimated coefficients of the Maxmin and Maxmax measures of the wage growth
differential for general training are reported (only in the case of employer-sponsored training
for TYPEM). Cluster adjusted robust standard errors within parentheses. Observations are
weighted by ECHP personal weights. Other controls are age plus country, education,
occupation, sector, tenure, firm size, permanent job status and previous unemployment
dummies. The extensive definition of general training is used in the first and third row. The
restrictive definition of general training is used in the second and fourth row. ***, **, *:
significant at the 1%, 5%, 10% level of confidence, respectively.

The small number of countries in our sample (7) suggests the possibility that our

results can be driven by a single country. We assess the robustness of our findings to

variations in country coverage by eliminating one country at a time and re-estimating our

31 The fact that the estimates using Maxmin are smaller should not surprise the reader because of the larger
measurement error, which biases the estimated coefficient towards zero.
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models. Chart 1 reports the results of this sensitivity analysis for the estimated coefficients of

the median wage growth differential in the case of employer-sponsored general training, using

the extensive definition of general training (with extended controls only). It turns out that

coefficient estimates are substantially robust to variation of country coverage. We obtain

similar results when we do not distinguish the source of financing.

The figure shows central estimates and confidence intervals obtained by re-estimating the quadrinomial
logit model (with extended controls) after excluding one country at a time from the sample. NONE identifies
the specification with all 7 countries for the purpose of comparison.

Chart 1. Sensitivity to variation of country coverage

Employer-sponsored general training (extensive definition): estimated coefficient of the wage growth differential
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In our preferred sample we have excluded workers aged 29 years or less to improve

cross-country comparability. In Table 7, we use the specification with extended controls and

the extensive definition of general training and change the age range of the sample

(accordingly, we also vary the sample on which the wage growth differential is computed).

Our results are confirmed at standard confidence levels. When young workers are added to the

sample, estimated coefficients maintain their negative sign, albeit with a smaller magnitude.
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Table 7. Sensitivity to variation of the age of the sample. Trinomial and quadrinomial
logits. Dependent variable: Total and employer provided training in 1996.

(1) (2)

Age group Total training Employer provided training

Age 20-40 -2.586*** (.685) -4.861*** (.867)

Age 20-60 -1.993*** (.547) -2.715*** (.669)

Age 40-60 -3.941*** (.813) -4.568*** (.591)

Note: In Column (1) the dependent variable is the type of training (TYPE), while in Column (2) the
dependent variable is the type of employer-sponsored training (TYPEM). Only estimated coefficients of
the median wage growth differential for general training are reported. General training is defined
according to the extensive definition. Cluster adjusted robust standard errors within parentheses.
Observations are weighted by ECHP personal weights. Other controls are age plus country, education,
occupation, sector, tenure, firm size, permanent job status and previous unemployment dummies. ***:
significant at the 1% level of confidence.

We also verify whether our results can be attributed to the selected year (1996) by re-

estimating the baseline specification on data from the 1997 wave (1995-1997 for the wage

growth differential). The resulting estimates must be interpreted with caution, however, since

the 1997 sample is much smaller and includes only four countries and 19 clusters (see the

Appendix). As shown in Table 8, the estimated coefficient of the wage growth differential for

total general training remains negative, but small and statistically insignificant. Nevertheless,

and more importantly, the estimate for employer-sponsored general training is significant at

the 10% level. Similar, but more significant, results are obtained if we replace

contemporaneous wage growth differentials with those obtained from a different wave.

In Table 9 we consider a number of other robustness checks using the specification

with extended controls and the extensive definition of general training. First, we try to better

control for composition effects by adding to our regressors country by sector dummies and the

employment rate in 1996 by country and educational attainment (which we matched to our

sample using data from the European Labour Force Survey).32 The inclusion of these

variables, both separately and combined, does not affect our results in a significant way.

32 The reason to include country by industry dummies is that the composition of each sector varies by country,
which could bias our estimates if abler workers flow into sub-sectors where training opportunities and
wage prospects are better. We include the employment rate, which varies by country and educational
attainment, because greater statutory or contractual minimum wages may reduce employment among
the untrained (particularly among the least able workers) without affecting the number of workers who
are trained, thereby driving up training incidence among the employed and driving down the wage
growth differential (we also experimented with education by country dummies with similar results).
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Table 8. Sensitivity to variation of the survey year. Trinomial and quadrinomial logits.
Dependent variable: Total and employer provided training.

(1) (2)

Total training Employer provided training

A. Wave 4 (1997) -.141 (.575) -1.205* (.686)

B. Wave 4 (1997), ∆W from wave 3 (1996) -3.990*** (1.246) -4.896*** (1.391)

C. ∆W from wave 4 (1997) -.397 (.552) -2.173** (1.004)

Note: In Column (1) the dependent variable is the type of training (TYPE), while in Column (2) the dependent
variable is the type of employer-sponsored training (TYPEM). Only estimated coefficients of the median wage
growth differential for general training are reported (only in the case of employer-sponsored training for
TYPEM). General training is defined according to the extensive definition. Cluster adjusted robust standard
errors within parentheses. Observations are weighted by ECHP personal weights. Other controls are age plus
country, education, occupation, sector, tenure, firm size, permanent job status and previous unemployment
dummies. In Row A the baseline specification is estimated using data from 1997 (1995-1997 for the wage
growth differential); in row B the baseline specification is estimated using data from 1997 but from 1994-1996
for the wage growth differential); in row C the baseline specification is estimated using data from 1996 but from
1995-1997 for the wage growth differential). ***, **, *: significant at the 1%, 5%, 10% level of confidence,
respectively.

Next, we modify cluster definitions by dividing the group of medium/low skilled

workers into low skilled and medium skilled workers. This is equivalent to excluding the

former category, since training incidence is small in that group (see Table 1). The same occurs

if we separate clerks from all other medium/low skilled occupations, since the size of the

former group is small. We also consider a split between white collars and sales workers, on

the one hand, and other blue collars, on the other hand, as well as another split where craft and

related trades workers are switched to the former group. Although sample size vary because

of the threshold limits of more than 30 workers per cluster (of which at least 5 receiving

training), no important difference from the baseline specification emerges, particularly in the

case of employer-sponsored general training.

We check whether our results are affected by the fact that sectors where non-profit

organizations are not important are included in the computation of the wage growth

differential but not in the final regressions. Reassuringly, as shown in Table 9, excluding these

sectors from the computation yields no appreciable difference in the estimated parameters.

We also lift the size threshold of 30 observations per cluster (of which at least 5 receiving

training). Estimated coefficients remain significant, although their absolute value is smaller

(due to the greater measurement error induced by small clusters and/or clusters with few

training events).
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Table 9. Other robustness tests. Trinomial and quadrinomial logits. Dependent variable: Total
and employer provided training.

(1) (2)

Total training Employer provided training

A. Country X sector dummies -4.265*** (.695) -5.741*** (.969)

B. Employment rate -3.710*** (.666) -4.389*** (.952)

C. Country X sector dum. + empl. Rate -4.543*** (.755) -6.397*** (1.064)

D. No low skilled -3.003*** (.686) -3.174*** (.970)

E. No clerks -2.445*** (.756) -2.746** (1.107)

F. Three occupational groups (1) -2.930*** (.581) -2.978*** (.912)

G. Three occupational groups (2) -2.018** (.792) -2.648** (.947)

H. No non-market sectors to compute ∆W -3.599*** (.640) -4.298*** (1.003)

I. No size thresholds -1.283*** (.459) -1.301** (.516)

J. ∆W computed for general training only -1.520*** (.466) -1.714*** (.309)

Note: In Column (1) the dependent variable is the type of training (TYPE), while in Column (2) the dependent
variable is the type of employer-sponsored training (TYPEM). Only estimated coefficients of the median wage
growth differential for general training are reported (only in the case of employer-sponsored training for
TYPEM). General training is defined according to the extensive definition. Cluster adjusted robust standard
errors within parentheses. Observations are weighted by ECHP personal weights. Other controls are age plus
country, education, occupation, sector, tenure, firm size, permanent job status and previous unemployment
dummies. In Row A country by sector dummies are added to the baseline specification; in Row B the
employment rate (by country and education) is added to the baseline specification; in row C both country by
sector dummies and the employment rate are added to the baseline specification; in row D elementary
occupations are excluded; in row E clerks are excluded; in row F the group of medium/low-skilled occupation is
divided into two groups (clerks, service workers and shop and market sales workers and other medium/low
skilled workers) and clusters are defined accordingly; in row G craft and related trades workers are switched
from other medium/low skilled workers to clerks, service workers and shop and market sales workers; in row H
sectors with ISIC Rev.3 code greater than K are not used in the computation of the wage growth differential; in
row I the size threshold (30 observations per cluster, of which at least 5 receiving training) is removed; in row J
the wage growth differential is computed by excluding those who reported specific training (according to the
extensive definition of general training). ***, **, *: significant at the 1%, 5%, 10% level of confidence,
respectively.

It might be argued that the relevant training wage premium for our analysis

should refer to general training only. With ECHP data, however, it is not advisable to

compute training premia separately for general and firm-specific training because individuals

report the type of training only for the last course. Since workers reporting specific training

may have taken general training as well (or vice versa), type-specific training wage premia

could be severely affected by measurement error. Nevertheless, we check the robustness of

our results to the introduction of type-specific training wage premia, using the extensive
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definition of general training. As shown in Table 9, the estimated impact of the premium on

general training remains negative and statistically significant.33

Finally, we explore the effect of the wage growth differential on each separate

category of training. In order to do so, we define two new dependent variables: DTYPE,

which takes value 0 in the case of no training, 1 in the case of third level qualification, 2 in the

case of specific vocational training at a vocational school or college, 3 in the case of dual

systems with both workplace and school training and 4 in the case of workplace training only;

and DTYPEM which is equal to DTYPE for employer-sponsored training and to 5 when

training is not employer-provided. Since these categories are not naturally ordered, but are

mutually exclusive by design, we estimate two multinomial logit models with 5 and 6

categories, respectively, using no training as the baseline category.

Needless to say, the results of this exercise can only be exploratory, since the small

number of observations corresponding to certain training categories prevents us from

undertaking a rigorous analysis at this level of aggregation. Table 10 shows the estimated

coefficients associated to the wage growth differential. Reassuringly, point estimates are

much higher for training which is thoroughly off-site - categories 1 and 2 - than for other

types of training, although standard errors for third level qualification training are large, due

probably to the small number of events in this category.

Overall, these sensitivity exercises clearly suggest that our key findings in the previous

sub-section are robust to changes in the definition of the key variables and model

specification.

33The fact that point estimates are smaller can be attributed to the greater measurement error. We also experiment
with the simultaneous inclusion in the specification of the differential computed for general training
only and the differential computed for specific training only. In the case of employer-sponsored
general training, the resulting estimates are -1.704, with a standard error .259, and -.278, with a
standard error of .264, for the general and specific training premia, respectively.
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Table 10. Disaggregating training type. Dependent variable: Total and employer provided
training. Multinomial logits with 5 and 6 characteristics, respectively.

(1) (2)

Total training Employer provided training

a. third level qualification -2.857* (1.743) -5.665** (2.823)

b. vocational training at school or college -5.133*** (1.049) -5.081*** (1.389)

c. workplace training and complementary
instruction elsewhere

-1.270 (1.401) -2.689* (1.572)

d. workplace training without
complementary instruction elsewhere

-.778 (.719) -.784 (.763)

Note: In Column (1) the dependent variable is the disaggregated type of training (DTYPE), while in Column (2)
the dependent variable is the disaggregated type of employer-sponsored training (DTYPEM). Only estimated
coefficients of the median wage growth differential are reported. Cluster adjusted robust standard errors within
parentheses. Observations are weighted by ECHP personal weights. Other controls are age plus country,
education, occupation, sector, tenure, firm size, permanent job status and previous unemployment dummies. ***,
**, *: significant at the 1%, 5%, 10% level of confidence, respectively.

Conclusions

When labor markets are imperfectly competitive, firms may be willing to finance

general training if the wage structure is compressed, that is, if the increase of productivity

after training is faster than the increase in pay. In this paper, we have proposed a novel way of

testing this proposition, which exploits the cross – country variation in training incidence and

training wage premia within the European Union. We have found that the incidence of general

training, which we have proxied with off-site training, is higher in clusters – defined by

country, sector, occupation and educational attainment – with a lower differential between the

median wage growth of trained and untrained employees. Importantly, the negative

correlation between the latter variable and training incidence holds and is statistically

significant also when general training is employer – provided. Conversely, we have found no

evidence that firm – specific training (proxied by workplace training) is significantly

correlated with our measure of the training wage premium.

While statistically significant, the economic impact of changes in the training wage

premium on the probability of general training - relative to no training - is rather small:

conditional on an extended set of controls, a one percent increase in the wage growth

differential is expected to reduce the relative probability of general training by 0.06-0.09

percent.
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Our findings are inconsistent with competitive theories of the labor market, which

imply a positive correlation between the training wage premium and the incidence of general

training. They suggest instead that economic environments with higher wage compression can

help firms in organizing and paying for general training, as predicted by the recent theories of

training in imperfect labor markets.
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Appendix A: Data quality, sample selection, variable definition

and descriptive statistics

A.1 Definition of co-variates and descriptive statistics

Wage growth differentials are defined in terms of gross hourly wages, computed from

gross monthly earnings in the main job, by dividing them by 52/12 and by the number of

usual weekly hours of work. Overtime pay and hours are included, but individuals that are

either still in training in the final year, or working less than 30 hours per week (despite

declaring to work full-time) or more than 70 hours per week are excluded.34 Wage growth

differentials (as well as log age differentials) are computed using ECHP personal weights.

Although in principle there are 84 clusters, non-missing wage growth information for both

individuals receiving training and not receiving training is available in 1996 only in 79

clusters (with an average training rate of 15.1%).35 Furthermore, the thresholds of 30 or

observations and 5 training events imply that the sample is reduced to 48 clusters, although,

not surprisingly, retained clusters are larger and account for 90% of observations with non-

missing wage growth information (with an average training rate of 14.9%).36

In the regressions, age is measured in years, while all other co-variates (with the

exception of wage growth differentials) are categorical, and codified as sets of dummy

variables (omitting one dummy per set for identification). We consider three educational

attainment levels (less than upper secondary, upper secondary, more than upper secondary,

corresponding to standard ISCED categories 0-2, 3, and 5-/7), 8 occupational groups

(corresponding to standard ISCO-88 codes 1 to 9 with the exclusion of skilled agricultural

workers, corresponding to ISCO-88 code 6), 13 sectors (listed in Table A1), 4 firm size

classes (1 to 49 employees, 50 to 99 employees, 100 to 499 employees, and 500 employees or

34 Ideally, we would like to exclude also those individuals that were in training at the moment of the interview
two years before. However, this information is not available in the 1994 wave.

35 In the case of Austria wage growth is computed for 1997, since there are no data in 1994 (remember that wage
growth differential are computed as logarithmic difference between the wage reported in the current
wave and the wage reported two waves before).

36 The training rate in the sample used to compute wage growth differentials is smaller than in the sample used
for the final regressions because individuals still in training are excluded in the former but obviously
not in the latter.
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more), a dummy for permanent contract, a dummy for at least one spell of unemployment

since 1989, and 5 tenure classes (0 to 1 year, 2 to 5 years, 6 to 9 years, 10 to 14 years, and

more than 15 years). Tenure is obtained as the difference between the survey year and the

calendar year of start of the current job. We grouped the data into 5 classes rather than using a

continuous variable for two reasons: i) the information is censored at 15 years; and ii)

computed this way, tenure measures are highly imprecise. For example, an individual who is

surveyed in December but was hired in January of the survey year would result having tenure

shorter than another individual who started in December of the year before the survey year but

was surveyed in January.37 Means of co-variates are reported in Table A2.38

Table A1. List of sectors

ISIC Rev.3
Codes

Sector definition

C+E Mining and quarrying + Electricity, gas and water supply
DA Manufacture of food products, beverages and tobacco
DB+DC Manufacture of textiles, clothing and leather products
DD+DE Manufacture off wood and paper products; publishing and printing
DF-DI Manufacture of coke, refined petroleum/chemicals/rubber & plastic products
DJ+DK Manufacture of metal products, machinery and equipment n.e.c.
DL-DN Other manufacturing
F Construction
G Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles, motorcycles and

personal/household goods
H Hotels and restaurants
I Transport, storage and communication
J Financial intermediation
K Real estate, renting and business activities

37 Information on the month of the interview is also available in the ECHP. However, this information is always
missing in Germany (for confidentiality reasons) and often missing in a few other countries. For this
reason, we opt for not using it.

38 The standard deviation of age, the only continuous variable in the sample beside the wage growth differential,
is 8.1 years.
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Table A2: Means of co-variates (baseline sample: age 30 to 60 years, year: 1996).

Variable Mean Variable Mean

Age (years) 42.2 % permanent contract 89.7

% tenure 1 year or less 12.6 % ISIC C+E 2.8

% tenure 2 to 5 years 16.4 % ISIC DA 4.8

% tenure 6 to 9 years 15.1 % ISIC DB+DC 2.7

% tenure 10 to 14 years 11.5 % ISIC DD+DE 4.7

% tenure 15 years or more 44.4 % ISIC DF-DI 7.9

% firm size less than 50 employees 45.1 % ISIC DJ+DK 14.2

% firm size 50-99 employees 10.5 % ISIC DL-DN 11.1

% firm size 100-499 employees 18.5 % ISIC F 15.2

% firm size 500 employees or more 25.9 % ISIC G 14.2

% tertiary education 19.1 % ISIC H 2.4

% upper secondary education 43.3 % ISIC I 6.6

% less than upper secondary education 37.6 % ISIC J 6.5

% Legislators, senior officials and managers 9.3 % ISIC K 6.9

% Professionals 7.1 % Austria 10.9

% Technicians and associate professionals 12.8 % Belgium 8.0

% Clerks 10.6 % France 18.8

% Service and shop and market sales workers 5.5 % Germany 16.2

% Craft and related trades workers 31.0 % Italy 17.6

% Plant and machine operators and assemblers 16.0 % Spain 18.4

% Elementary occupations 7.8 % United Kingdom 10.1

% previous unemployment 29.3

A.2 Data quality and sample selection

Our ECHP release contains longitudinal data for 5 years (1994-1998), although not all

countries are available in each wave. The country sample is chosen on the basis of data

availability: Sweden has no wage data; Greece, Ireland, Luxembourg and Portugal, have

either very small sample or very small training incidence, so that almost no cluster would be

retained for these countries after applying the thresholds of 30 observations and 5 training

events; and Denmark, the Netherlands and Finland has no information on training type (or

that information is almost always missing). Thus, these eight countries are excluded from the

sample, leaving us with 7 countries (Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, and the

United Kingdom), although Germany and the UK are available only until 1996 included.

Unit non-responses and attrition rates in the ECHP are comparable to those of other

longitudinal household surveys (Peracchi, 2002). Nevertheless, due to small entry rates,

attrition results in a reduction of the sample size that is increasing with time. Focusing only on

the countries that are present in two consecutive waves, the loss of observations due to

attrition and insufficient replacement amounts to about 7% between the first (1994) and the
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second (1995) wave, 4% between the second and the third (1996) wave, and 6% between the

third and the fourth (1997) wave as well as between the fourth and the fifth (1998) wave.

Item non-response is a much more serious problem in the ECHP, except for the 1996

wave. In 1996 there are 7,196 male wage and salary employees, aged from 30 to 60 years and

working full-time in the non-agricultural market-based sectors. Excluding observations with

missing values either in the training variables or other covariates (with the exception of the

wage growth differential), this sample drops to 6,447 individuals, corresponding to 90% of

the original sample. If we also drop observations for which the wage growth differential is not

defined (because of the thresholds of 30 observations and 5 trained individual per cluster), the

sample drops further to 5,741 observations (80% of the original sample). In waves other than

1996 the problem is far more serious: male wage and salary employees, aged from 30 to 60

years and working full-time in the non-agricultural market-based sectors are 3,827 and 2,546

in 1997 and 1998, respectively. These figures drop to 2,413 (63% of the original sample) and

1,842 (72%), respectively, when observations with missing values are excluded.39

We choose to undertake a cross-sectional analysis of 1996 data only, because this year

has much larger country coverage40, a higher number of clusters with non-missing wage

growth differentials41 and a bigger sample size. For the same reason, we do not exploit further

the longitudinal structure of the ECHP by pooling together more than one wave.

Eurostat’s guidelines specify that National Data Collection Units (NDUs) are

requested to use country-specific categories of education and training according to the

classification used in the national Labour Force Surveys (LFS). In order to facilitate the

coding of training questions by the NDUs, Eurostat provides a correspondence between LFS

and ECHP categories. In the case of France and the United Kingdom, no national category

corresponds to category d (specific vocational training in a working environment, without

complementary instruction elsewhere). However, some training is reported to fall under this

category in the British and French data. We choose to keep these countries in our sample, but

39 These figures are based on only four and three countries, respectively, taking into account that there are no
data for Germany and the United Kingdom in these years and that, due to missing values for certain
co-variates, France and Italy must be excluded from the 1997 and 1998 and the 1998 samples,
respectively.

40 In 1996 we can cover seven countries in our data. Conversely, taking into account attrition and item non-
response we can include only four countries (Austria, Belgium, Italy and Spain) in 1997 and only
three (Austria, Belgium and Spain) in 1998.

41 After applying our size thresholds, there are 48 clusters in 1996 (44 without Austria), 19 clusters in 1997 and
only 14 clusters in 1998.
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we also check whether our findings are driven by misclassification by replicating our

regression analysis on a sub-sample of countries which exclude France and the UK. All

results that are presented in the paper are robust to the simultaneous elimination of these two

countries (detailed results are available from authors).

Appendix B: Relationship between the growth rate of average

human capital and its stock in the augmented Solow model.

In this appendix we show that, conditional on the level of the steady state, the

transitional dynamics of the augmented Solow model implies that the growth rate of average

human capital is a decreasing function of the current average stock of human capital.

Let us start by defining the production function at time t:

( ) βαβα −−= 1)()()()()( tLtAtHtKtY

where Y, K and H are output, physical and human capital respectively and α and β are the

partial elasticities of output to physical and human capital, with α + β <1 (i.e. decreasing

returns to reproducible factors). The time paths of the right-hand side variables can be

described by the following system of equations:
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where k = K/L stands for physical capital in intensive terms, h = H/L for average human

capital, sk and sh for the investment rate in physical and human capital, n is the growth rate of

labour, g is the rate of technological change and dk and dh are depreciation rates for physical
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and human capital, respectively. To simplify, let us assume that dk = dh = d, and that g and n

are equal to zero.42 Expressing the first two equations [A1] in growth rates yields:
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Expressing saving rates as a function of steady state variables (taking into account that growth

rates are zero at the steady state) and re-arranging we obtain:
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where k* and h* are the steady state values of k and h, respectively. Log-linearizing and

solving the system [A2] yields the following solution for ln h:

)1(ln)1()(ln)(ln * −−+= ththth ψψ [A3]

where ψ is a function of α, β and d, with 0 < ψ < 1 se α+β < 1. Re-arranging equation [A3]

yields the following expression relating ∆lnh to lnh, where ∆ stands for the difference

between time t and time t-1:43
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Thus, conditional to the steady state level, the growth rate of average human capital is a

decreasing function of its current stock level.

42 The argument we develop below can be easily generalized.
43 ∆lnh is an approximation of the growth rate of average human capital for a discrete time difference.
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